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SAFETY LENDING LIBRARY
SAF050- 5S FOR SAFETY: NEW EYES FOR THE SHOP FLOOR
1999
An uncluttered, well organized, and understandable workplace is the foundation for safety. This video is a set of universal principles
and activities that sustain safe conditions on the shop floor. These videos focus on improving unsafe and hazardous conditions that
exist before an accident has occurred. It uses a unique method to diagnose the causes of accidents. It then draws on 5S techniques an
OSHA guideline to identify, implement, and standardize best practices for shop floor conditions. 5S stops the conflict between safety
and profit because when you use the 5S approach, you will increase productivity and profits while improving safety.
SAF055-7-MINUTE SOLUTIONS FOR CONSTRUCTION (6-PROGRAM COMPILATION)
JJ Keller DVD
This 7-Minute Solutions for Construction dvd make it possible to squeeze in employee construction safety training ... without
disrupting your must-meet schedule. The 6-program compilation consists of six videos, each just seven minutes long, all on one DVD.
Programs included are: Back Safety, Electrical Safety, Fall Protection, Hand & Power Tool Safety, Personal Protection Equipment, and
Stairways & Ladders. Fast-paced and attention getting, each construction training program features: Interviews with job site trainers,
supervisors, and employees who have real-world experience with the topic. State-of-the-art animation, which helps employees,
visualize and remember important information. A quick review and summary.
SAF060- 7-MINUTE SOLUTIONS: BACKING
1996
Reduce the chance of a backing collision with this 7-minute reminder!
The majority of commercial vehicle accidents involve backing. This engaging program demonstrates proper backing procedures for
some of the most common problem areas such as jacking, chasing, and blind-side backing. Includes 10 Driver Skill Cards that
reinforce the video's message, an Instructor's Bulletin that outlines training, and a driver quiz to document training.
SAF061- 7-MINUTE SOLUTIONS: COUPLING & UNCOUPLING
1996
Deliver an important safety message in just 7 minutes!
This attention-getting program takes drivers step-by-step through proper coupling and uncoupling procedures, from inspecting the
fifth wheel to removing the wheel chocks... and from positioning the rig to pulling the tractor clear of the trailer. Cautions drivers
against carelessness and shortcuts. Includes 10 Driver Skill Cards that reinforce the video's message, an Instructor's Bulletin that
outlines training, and a driver quiz to document training.
SAF062- 7-MINUTE SOLUTIONS: EXTREME WEATHER DRIVING
1996
Don't let your drivers’ head out into bad weather without watching this video first!
In just seven minutes drivers pick up valuable tips on driving safely in wintry conditions, rain, fog, and extreme heat. Includes 10
Driver Skill Cards that reinforce the video's message, an Instructor's Bulletin that includes training tips, and a driver quiz to
document training
SAF063- 7-MINUTE SOLUTIONS: NIGHT DRIVING
1996
This to-the-point program helps remind drivers that driving at night is more difficult -- and more dangerous. It discusses why night
driving is dangerous (vision glare, fatigue, drunk drivers, headlights, etc.) and offers helpful advice for improving night driving safety,
such as increasing following distance and using high beams whenever possible.
SAF064- 7-MINUTE SOLUTIONS: SEEING HAZARDS
1996
This video program reminds drivers about the kinds of hazards they're likely to encounter on the road, and more importantly, how to
handle these dangers effectively. Roadwork, bridges, accidents, and other drivers' actions are just a few of the driving challenges
addressed. Includes 10 Driver Skill Cards that reinforce the Video’s message, an Instructor's Bulletin that outlines training, and a
driver quiz to document training.
SAF075 - AIR GUN SAFETY IN THE WORKPLACE
13 min VHS
Covers Air Gun Safety in the Workplace Including Such Important Topics as: OSHA regulations concerning use of compressed air for
cleaning 29CFR 1910.242(b), Complying with OSHA standards, Debunking the 30 psi myth Importance of chip guarding, Maximizing
safety air gun operating efficiencies, OSHA regulations concerning noise 29 CFR Part 1910.95(a), Selecting the proper safety air gun
for your application and Reinforcing safe practices operating efficiencies
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SAF080 - ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS: THE BIG PICTURE
19 min VHS
Open a discussion of unsafe working conditions and help your workers explore creative solutions with this program. This innovative
program discusses unsafe working conditions and will help your workers explore creative solutions that prevent future accidents.
You will learn: Gathering facts and information, Evaluating accidents and Writing accident reports
SAF081 - ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
22min VHS
This program offers a systematic approach to effectively investigate all types of accidents and determine their root causes - so you
can prevent future incidents. Strategically placed interactions and high-end graphics hold your employees attention throughout the
program. Topics covered include: Purpose of an accident investigation, How to respond to different types of accidents, Conducting an
investigation, Techniques to get accurate results when interviewing witnesses, Documenting findings and corrective actions, and
Implementing improvements
SAF095 – ARC FLASH – SAFETY AWARENESS
Coastal DVD
Every day, 16 workers are injured in electrical accidents - some fatally. Give your workers comprehensive grounding on safety
measures that comply with NFPA Standard 70E. This award-winning program explains the facts on electrical shock, arc flash and arc
blast. It covers Arc flash hazards, Electrical safety program, Hazard analysis, PPE and Safe work practices.
SAF150 – B. LANN EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
Industrial Safety and Fire Protection Equipment
SAF190- BACK AT WORK
1994, 16 minutes
This unique video program reviews proper lifting procedures and makes workers realize how important lifestyle is when it comes to
avoiding back injuries. In fact, this program should make a positive impact on every aspect of your employee’s performance at work
and at home. This program shows dramatizations to emphasize importance of lifestyle; it covers proper lifting procedures,
consequences of shortcuts, posture, exercise and physical fitness.
SAF200- BACK SAFETY TRAINING KIT
1993
Back injuries account for 1/4 of all workers’ comp claims- and cost businesses billions of dollars. Help protect your company’s
employees - and its bottom line - with Keller’s Back Safety Training Kit. This easy-to-use training program teaches employees about
the causes of back problems and the steps they can take to keep injuries from occurring. It explains proper lifting and strengthening
exercises everyone can do.
SAF210 – BACK SAFETY - LIFT WELL, LIVE WELL
Coastal DVD
Your employees had better watch their backs, lest they suffer from back pain later in life. Get prevention techniques now before the
pain sets in and hurts operations and profits. This program shows how you can 'head off' back pain through common sense and
practical advice. It covers back basics, positive steps, warning signs, proper lifting and exercise.
SAF225- BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS-UNDERSTANDING THE CAUSES
1997, 65 minutes
Introduction to Behavior-Based Safety - Module 2
This program describes “ABC Analysis,” a valuable tool for understanding the factors that influence behavior and how to use them as
leverage points to improve safety.
SAF230 - BENZENE: BETTER SAFE THAN SORRY
18 min VHS
This program will identify areas where benzene is routinely present and describe how to detect benzene on the job, describe the
physical and health hazards of benzene, identify the common routes of entry associated with exposure to benzene, describe the
methods of protection that can be used to prevent overexposure to benzene and describe the procedures that should be followed in
the event of a benzene spill or overexposure.
SAF240 – BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS – TAKE PRECAUTIONS
Coastal DVD
Your employees can never be too careful when it comes to the risks of deadly bloodborne pathogens. The program covers the three
main types of these organisms including the symptoms and routes of transmission. It discusses methods to avoid infection and ways
to deal with mishaps at work. It covers HIV, HBV and HCV, transmission, accidents and injuries and common sense safety
precautions.
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SAF250- BLOODBORNE PATHOGENS IN INDUSTRY: WHAT EMPLOYEES MUST KNOW
1992, 1996
Help protect your employees from HIV, HBV and other pathogens - and help meet OSHA’s Occupational Exposure to Bloodborne
Pathogens standards (29 CFR 1910.1030) - with this all-in-one training package. In a 20-minute video and accompanying handbook,
your employees will learn about the types of bloodborne pathogens and the ways they can be transmitted. The program reviews
work practices and engineering controls that can help prevent infection, explains the use of personal protective equipment, defines
universal precaution, and explains the actions that must be taken following an exposure incident.
SAF251 - RESCUE BBP: NOTHING TO FEAR
22 min VHS
Covers exposure risks, AIDS and Hepatitis B, transmission of bloodborne diseases, transmission of bloodborne pathogens in the
workplace, minimizing exposure, precautions, preventive work practices, protective barriers, and CPR.
SAF254 – CHEMICAL HANDLING SAFETY – THE BASICS
Coastal DVD
The simplest formula for safety is knowledge. This program teaches employees how to identify, handle, and store dangerous
chemicals safely and properly. More importantly, they will be trained how to respond effectively in case of an emergency. The
training illustrates hazard identification, personal protection and emergency response.
SAF256 – COMPRESSED GAS – SAFETY AWARENESS
Coastal DVD
Pressurized gases are used in so many ways that people take them for granted - to their detriment. Useful they may be, but they are
dangerous if handled improperly. Ease the pressure with this program, which covers details on safe and proper handling. This covers
classifications and labeling, flammable, non-flammable and toxic gases, handling cylinders and valves.
SAF257- COMPRESSED GASES, SAFE HANDLING
1996, 18 minutes
Most of us use pressurized gases in so many ways that we take them for granted. Despite their convenience, they can be dangerous if
handled improperly. Proper handling required special skills and training and is the focus of this important video program. It covers:
classifications, labeling, flammable, non-flammable and toxic gases, handling cylinders, valves and leaks
SAF258- CONFINED SPACE ENTRY: INSIDE MANEUVERS TRAINERS TOOLKIT
1997, 22 minutes
Working in a confined space is a lot like working in a submarine - space is tight, atmospheric conditions are critical and potential
hazards abound. This dynamic program uses the USS Atlanta, a United Sates Naval Submarine and its crew as a dramatic backdrop to
compare the dangers of working to that of a submarine to that of working in a confined space. This Toolkit covers: space hazards,
atmospheric testing, confined space entry permits requirements, PPE, rescue and team responsibilities.
SAF259 – CONFINED SPACE – PERMIT REQUIRED
Coastal DVD
Protect your employees from the dangers of working in confined spaces and be sure you're in compliance with OSHA 1910.146 with
this popular program. It reviews the details on how to prepare a confined space entry permit and the best way to train a confined
space entry team. It covers entry permit requirements, safe atmospheric testing, training the entry team.
SAF259.50 – CONTRACTOR SAFETY – IT’S EVERYBODY’S BUSINESS
Coastal DVD
When there are two or more employers on the site, safety can be a challenging issue. But with this program, they can easily team up,
keep everyone safe and get the job done right on time. Contractor Safety: It's Everybody's Business alerts all workers to common
safety hazards and shows concrete ways to avoid them. It also lays down the requirements for the general contractor, including
accepted standards and procedures.
SAF260 - WORKING IN CONFINED SPACES
8 MIN VHS
Confined space is a place that is substantially (although not always entirely) enclosed where there is a risk of death or serious injury
from hazardous substances or dangerous conditions (e.g. lack of oxygen). Very often, injuries and deaths occur as a result of work
being carried out such as welding, painting, flame cutting, use of chemicals. Learn what you need to do to protect yourself and your
employees.
SAF260.50- CONFINED SPACE: USING CHEMICALS
9 min VHS
It will cover Gaseous hazards: hydrogen sulfide, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, lack of oxygen and the sources and effects of each
and using air monitoring devices: training, calibrating, sampling, knowing device limitations
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SAF260.75 - CONFINED SPACE II: TESTING CONFINED SPACES
VHS
SAF261 - CONFINED SPACE: AIR MONITORING
10 min VHS
Provide required air monitoring training and ensure employees are properly protected from the potentially deadly air in a confined
space.
SAF262 - CONFINED SPACE ENTRY
20min VHS
Confined spaces may be one of the most dangerous hazards an employee may face. Many times the dangers present may not be
visible to the human eye. Summit’s Confined Space Entry exposes the dangers of confined spaces, providing workers with the
knowledge of how to safely work within potentially hazardous conditions. Motivate your employees to follow best safety practices
when working in or near confined spaces. This program discusses: What is a confined space? Associated hazards, Proper entry
procedures including permits, monitoring and PPE, and Attendant responsibilities.
SAF263 - DEATH TRAP: PERMIT REQUIRED CONFINED SPACE
2 VHS Set: 27min VHS, 9min VHS
Complies with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.146 This dynamic video, narrated by award-winning actor Paul Sorvino, is designed for entrants,
attendants, supervisors and general personnel who may encounter permit-required confined spaces on the job. Viewers are taken
step-by-step through the proper procedures for identifying confined spaces, isolating and securing them for entry, and performing
the actual entry procedure. Viewers will learn the importance of following the written program and entry permit to prevent tragic
confined space accidents. Also includes a 9 min VHS on Entering Confined Spaces.
SAF264 - MILLER EQUIPMENT ON CONFINED SPACE
VHS
Miller Confined Space & Rescue/Descent Systems The retrieval ... Confined Space Products & Systems ... Is Your Fall Protection
Equipment a Silent Hazard?
SAF265 – 10-HOUR CONSTRUCTION SAFETY MANUAL
This will provide contracting personnel and individuals who are responsible for on-site contractors the basic knowledge and tools
necessary to control hazards associated with construction. It covers OSHA policies, procedures and standards as well as safety and
health issues. Topics covered include each section of the OSHA construction standards. Special emphasis is placed on those areas that
are the most hazardous, using the OSHA standards as a guide.
SAF269- DISPENSING LPG DOT/ASME, 21 minutes
This video covers: Regulations and procedures, characteristics of the gases, and the safety features of each.
SAF272- DISCIPLINE: SAFETY ENFORCEMENT
6 minutes
1993
This video is 5-minutes on supervisor leadership. This video covers the enforcement for the safety rules. Documentation for
counseling on safety issues. 4 ways to enforce the rules are: 1) create the safety rules, 2) train the employees on these rules, 3)
identify any problems or issues and 4) enforce the rules.
SAF295 – ELECTRICAL HIGH VOLTAGE: KNOW THE HAZARDS
Coastal DVD
“There were three of us down there. My friend was closer to the breaker -- all of a sudden he was a ball of flames..." So begins this
gripping program, which helps workers in electrical utilities operations stay safe and comply with OSHA's Electric Power Generation,
Transmission and Distribution Standard (1910.269). The course covers: PPE and fall protection, Proper use of tools, Exposed energy
lines, Overhead lines, Underground electrical installation, Substations and power plants, Grounding.
SAF297 – EMPLOYEE PRODUCTIVITY, EFFICIENCY, AND SAFETY
Safety Now Videos (DVD)
Program designed to help motivate employees to work efficiently, to be more productive and, certainly, to include safety in their
every day work habits. Emphasis is on productivity, but the training emphasizes the need to work safely to achieve productivity.
SAF300- EMPLOYEE SAFETY FOR THE HOSPITALITY INDUSTRY
1998
General managers, supervisors and trainers responsible for safety and compliance training will turn to this book again and again.
Includes information, examples and guidelines specific to hotels and motels. Covers need-to-know topics such as the OSHA
inspections, workplace hazards, personal protective equipment, employee injury and record keeping, accident investigation, and
employee safety training.
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SAF325-EMPLOYER GUIDE AND MODEL SAFETY & HEALTH ACCIDENT PREVENTION PROGRAM
Volume I, II, III, IV
I & II – 1999, III – 2000, IV - 2000
The purpose of this guide is to provide employers with the means to develop, implement and assess a Safety and Health Accident
Prevention Program. Although a Safety and Health Accident Prevention Program is not currently mandated by OSHA regulations,
having a program makes good business sense. Accidents are costly and an effective safety and health program can help reduce their
chance of occurring. Consider what one lost workday due to an injury could cost an employer in terms of both direct and indirect
expenditures.
SAF345- ERGONOMICS, BREAK THE RMI HABIT
1997, 12 minutes
This program incorporates the new requirements of the California OSHA Ergonomics Standard (Article 106 Section 5110) with
common-sense ergonomics procedures to help your employees work safer and smarter. This program, which is based upon only
approved ergonomics standard in the country, is ideal for use in all US workplaces. Covered is: introduction to RMI’s, how to reduce
repetitions, food posture, reverse stretching.
SAF346 - ERGONOMICS: EMPLOYEE TRAINING-PREVENTING MUSCULOSKELETAL DISORDERS
18min VHS
This video focuses on the three main components of a successful ergonomics program: developing knowledge of musculoskeletal
disorders, reporting their signs and symptoms and controlling ergonomic hazards. Topics include types of musculoskeletal disorders,
importance of reporting MSD signs and symptoms, determining MSD incidents and risk factors, the purpose of the job hazard
analysis and the measures to be taken to control ergonomic hazards.
SAF347- ERGONOMICS: SOLVING THE PUZZLE
2000, 18 minutes
Get a head start and snap into compliance with the new Ergonomics Standard! This new Trainers Toolkit covers the proposed OSHA
standards and will help you create an ergonomic work environment for your employees that will help reduce injuries, workers’
compensation costs and lost workdays. It covers: creating a successful ergonomics program, changing your workplace and reducing
repetitive motion injuries.
SAF348 - ERGONOMICS: PREVENTING MSDS (SUPERVISOR MODULE)
17 min VHS
We developed this series with ergonomic experts to ensure technical accuracy. The result: when you train with this series, your
workers will learn what musculoskeletal disorders are and measures they can take to reduce their exposure to risk factors and
prevent injury. Preventative measures that apply to almost any work environment are depicted in a wide variety of scenes. This
program will create an awareness and respect for ergonomic issues and prevent them from occurring. It covers Analyze job
functions, Recognize MSD indicators, and Job function and design.
SAF364 - EYE SAFETY-NO SECOND CHANCES
22min VHS
In over 90% of all eye injuries, the injured person was not wearing eye protection or had the wrong protection for the job task being
performed. Training on proper selection and use of eye protection works best when it also motivates workers to consistently use the
equipment. Scenes from a variety of job sites show several situations where eye protection is needed and used correctly. Your
workers will develop a respect for eye protection and understand the life-long consequences from not using adequate eye protection.
The program presents: Anatomy of the eye, Hazard recognition, Five most common eye hazards, Dangers of UV and infrared light,
First aid procedures, and Selection, use and care of eye protection.
SAF365-EYE SAFETY - WHY GAMBLE?
14 minutes
Compliance with OSHA’s Eye Protection Standard (1913.133) is made easier with this award-winning video program. It reviews how
to avoid injury as well as emergency procedures to follow if an accident should occur. It covers protective eyewear, avoiding injury
and emergency procedures.
SAF370 - FACEPIECE: SCOTT SKA-PAK WITH SCOTT-O-VISTA FACEPIECE
2 VHS set
Operation & Maintenance
SAF375 – FALL PROTECTION – THE RIGHT CONNECTION
Coastal DVD
In buildings and on scaffoldings, the dangers run high and your safety standards have to tower above the risks. Heighten yours now
with this highly valuable information on fall protection equipment, safety measures and fall emergency response. This DVD will cover
Guardrails, Personal Fall Arrest Systems, Positioning Devices, Proper Use And Maintenance and Rescue From Height
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SAF390- FEDERAL REGISTER Part II, Nov. 23, 1999,
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, 29 CFR Parts 1910, Ergonomics Program; Proposed Rule
The Occupational Health and Safety Administration’s proposed Ergonomics program standard to address the significant risk of workrelated musculoskeletal disorders (MSD’s) confronting employees in various jobs in general industry workplaces.
SAF394 - FIRE SAFETY-THERE’S NO SECOND CHANCE
20 min VHS
When it comes to fire prevention, you cannot take any chances. You have to ensure that everyone is in the know about fire safety. Do
NOT let fire burn away your organization, your profits, and your employees' lives. This program presents vital training points on the
elements and classes of fire, the proper use of fire extinguishers and emergency action plans. It also explains Elements and classes of
fire, Fire prevention, How to extinguish a fire, and Emergency Action Plans.
SAF395- FIRE EXTINGUISHERS: FIGHT OR FLIGHT?
SAF395A17 minutes
Each year thousands of Americans die as a result of fires. Fire protection education is clearly important for everyone-at
home, at work, at school, and in the community. This is an educational program designed to teach the public to: 1) Operate portable
fire extinguishers safely and effectively, 2) know the different types of extinguishers and how to use each type and 3) evaluate
whether or not to fight a fire with an extinguisher.
SAF400 – PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Coastal DVD
Don't let your assets turn into ashes. Put out the fire with this program that explains the different classes of fire and offers practical
tips on fire extinguisher use. It covers Class A,B,C,D fires and Class A,B,C,D extinguishers.
SAF450-455 - FOCUS ON SAFETY TRAINING SERIES - THIS SERIES OF BRIEF, INFORMATIONAL VIDEOS ON
SAF450 - EYE PROTECTION
SAF454 - SLIPS, TRIPS & FALLS AND
SAF455 - LADDER SAFETY
1996
can help you provide “quick hit” safety reminders where they are needed most. In less than ten minutes per subject, individual
employees or groups can refresh their safety knowledge and renew their commitment, helping reduce the likelihood of accidents.
SAF490A - FORKLIFT MANEUVERS: ALL THE RIGHT MOVES
Coastal DVD
Coastal is proud to provide forklift operator safety training to help keep your workplace in compliance with OSHA's forklift safety
standard. Every forklift operator must be thoroughly trained before he or she starts work. Experienced operators must be retrained
every three years and any operator must receive additional training after an incident or near miss. This program reviews the most
important forklift safety issues - from operating conditions to load manipulation. With this important information, your forklift
drivers will be equipped to operate safely and avoid accidents. Forklift Maneuvers: All The Right Moves is ideal for new and
experienced forklift operators and will help them receive and maintain their OSHA certification.
SAF514 – OSHA 10-HOUR GENERAL INDUSTRY SAFETY MANUAL
This will provide management personnel and individuals that are responsible for safety at their work site, the basic
knowledge and tools necessary to control hazards associated with general industry. Anyone who is in a management or supervisory
role, and has responsibilities to oversee worker safety, will benefit from this. It covers all of the key OSHA standards as well as
general safety and health issues. Special emphasis is placed on those areas that are most hazardous in general industry.
SAF515 – GENERAL INDUSTRY: 1910 29CRF
This Book includes sections regarding: Part 1903-Inspections, Citations & proposed Penalties, Part 1904-Recording &
reporting occupational injuries & illnesses, Part 1910-General Industry, General Duty Clause, States with Approved Plans-State Office
Directory-Regional & National Offices, Directory of CFR Titles & Chapters, Safety & Health Management Guidelines, It’s The Law!
Mandatory posting, Sharps Injury Log, and OSHA 101 Form & OSHA 200 Log
SAF525- THE GIFT OF FEAR, Survival Signals that Protect Us From Violence
Gavin De Becker (Book) 1997
We all know there are plenty of reasons to fear people from time to time. The question is, what are those times? An important and
provocative book that offers real solutions to problems of fear and personal violence-from an expert who knows the territory and
explodes the myths.
SAF532- HAND PROTECTION: LESSONS FOR A LIFETIME
1996, 22 minutes
We take our hands for granted - that is, until something dreadful happens. This Trainers Toolkit features workers who recount their
experience with hand injuries. Very Motivational! This toolkit covers: hazard assessment, machine hazards, electrical hazards and
PPE.
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SAF533-HANDLING COMPRESSED GAS CYLINDERS,
13 minutes
This video takes a look at each of the gases individually: carbon dioxide, acetylene, hydrogen, chlorine, oxygen and nitrogen. It covers
the safe handling procedures of the gas cylinders.
SAF535-HAZARD COMMUNICATION: REGULATION AND RISK
JJ Keller DVD
Satisfy OSHA's hazcom training requirements and help minimize risk with this all-in-one training program. This dvd provides a
fresh, new approach to training. It introduces the major components of OSHA's most commonly violated standard through a risk
scenario employees can relate to. This fast-paced program - available on DVD or VHS, and in English or Spanish - will help you meet
OSHA's training requirements under the Hazard Communication Standard and teach your employees the essentials of working safely
with hazardous chemicals. The major topics covered include the following: The Hazard Communication, Standard Hazardous
Chemical Inventory, Material Safety Data Sheets, Labeling, Employee Information and Training and The Written Program
SAF538- HAZMAT TRAINING BASICS
1999
General awareness hazmat training by itself may not be enough to prevent costly employee errors. And it’s definitely not enough to
fully satisfy DOT’s hazmat training requirements. 49 CFR Section 172.704 requires general awareness training...and safety awareness
training... and function-specific training. This video covers the 3 DOT-required areas of HazMat training - general awareness,
function-specific, and safety.
SAF539-HAZWOPER TRAINING: AWARENESS LEVEL
Video - 1990,Handbook - 1995
Designed for all employees, this informative video program reviews awareness-level training. It can be used for new employee
orientation and for mandatory refresher training.
It covers: legislative background, hazardous materials definitions, activities and workers covered by the HAZWOPER standard and
awareness-level training.
SAF540 – HEAT STRESS - DON’T LOSE YOUR COOL
Coastal DVD
In outdoor work, it's important to keep one's cool – literally. Heat stress may sound like a minor inconvenience, but under blazing
temperatures, people can suffer heat stress, illnesses, injuries, accidents and even death. This covers thermo-regulation of the body,
importance of replenishing fluids and prevention and treatment.
SAF541-HEIGHTENED AWARENESS: FALL PROTECTION IN THE CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY, 20 minutes
Fall Protection in the Construction Industry
-Enforcing fall protection procedures
-Discipline actions for those who don’t comply
-Preplanning for potential all exposure
-Comprehensive training and Using PPE
SAF546 – CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY – CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS --1926CFR
This book includes: Part 1903-inspections, citations, & proposed penalties
Part 1904-recording & reporting occupational injuries and illness
Part 1910-general industry-selected topicsPart 1926-construction
General duty clause
Multiple employer citation policy
States with approved plans-state office directory
Regional and national offices
Directory of CFR titles and chapters
It’s the law! Mandatory posting
OSHA Form 101 & OSHA Form 200
SAF550- HOLIDAY SAFETY AT THE TOP OF YOUR LIST
1994, 17 minutes
Holidays are a joyful time, but can also be dangerous if you aren’t careful. This unique program will show you and your employees
how to have a safe holiday season. Includes holiday safety checklist.
SAF570 - HAND SAFETY-IN TOUCH WITH SAFETY
16min VHS
Avoid hand injuries and eliminate the associated costs of lost-work time, lower productivity and insurance claims. We developed this
program for DuPont Merck for those reasons. The program includes footage from a variety of facilities and is appropriate for all
workers. It covers: Glove selection, Safe handling of glass and sharp objects, Use of tools and equipment and First aid.
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SAF575 – HAZARD COMMUNICATION: YOUR SAFETY NET
2004, 17 minutes DVD
If your employees work with chemicals, hazard communication is their safety net. This program focuses on the essentials necessary
to work safely with chemicals. Complies with OSHA 1910.1200. This dvd covers chemical hazards and how to control them, MSDSs
and warning labels.
SAF600- HAZARD COMMUNICATION TRAINING FOR EMPLOYEES
The Hazard Communication Standard (1910.1200) is the one OSHA has cited most often in the last ten years. We brought together a
top compliance editor and a skilled professional trainer to create a program you can use to help protect your company from OSHA
fines and help protect your employees from hazardous chemicals.
SAF610 - HAZWOPER First Responder: AWARENESS LEVEL
Coastal DVD
Don't be caught unawares when HazMat accidents occur! Get a comprehensive overview of HAZWOPER with this program, which
outlines its five levels and explains what responders at the first stage - awareness - must know and do. It also covers how to
recognize and identify hazardous substances, your facility's Emergency Response Plan, and how to summon additional resources.
SAF615- HEADS UP! HARD HAT SAFETY
1996
Over 100,000 occupational head injuries are reported every year because most of those injured failed to wear required head
protection. This video program explains how getting in the hardhat habit will help your workers protect themselves. Complies with
OSHA 1910.135.
SAF621 – HEARING PROTECTION – SOUNDS GOOD TO ME
Coastal DVD
Start your hearing protection training with a bang! Study how this delicate organ works and how it's affected and damaged by noise.
Control noise level, understand Noise Reduction Ratings and use the appropriate ear PPE: earplugs, canal caps, and earmuffs. The
program also discusses audiometric testing, a simple and painless test to detect hearing loss. It covers the human ear, four P's of
prevention, reducing high noise levels, and audiometric testing.
SAF622 - HEARING CONSERVATION
11 min VHS
Hearing conservation introduces the basic elements of the plan required by OSHA for work areas that meet or exceed the OSHA
action level. The program explains various types of hearing protection equipment and how they are rated. This program is designed
as an introduction for new employees and as a refresher for experienced personnel.
SAF625- HOTEL SAFETY ORIENTATION, A REALITY CHECK-IN
1996, 29 minutes
The potential hazards in a hotel setting are unlike any other. Besides being responsible for the safety of your employees, you are
equally responsible for the safety of your guests. Help all of your employees take a pro-active approach to safety by reviewing what
to watch out for in your hotel. This video covers: security, fire safety/emergency response and slips, trips and falls.
SAF627 - HYDROGEN SULFIDE
14min VHS
Protect the health of your workers by training with Summits Hydrogen Sulfide Safety program. Hydrogen sulfide is an extremely
toxic, colorless, flammable gas with a characteristic "rotten egg" smell when present in small concentrations. Repeated exposure to
high levels of hydrogen sulfide can result in chronic poisoning that can lead to memory loss, paralysis of the facial muscles, nerve
tissue damage, and eye tissue diseases. Exposure to very high concentrations may result in collapse, coma, and death from
respiratory failure, even in very brief exposures. Hydrogen sulfide occurs naturally in crude petroleum, natural gas, and can also
result from bacterial breakdown of organic matter. The best safety practices presented in this program are ideal for persons working
in the petrochemical, natural gas, utilities, wastewater treatment, paper and pulp, and other related industries who face risk of
exposure to this gas. Summits Hydrogen Sulfide Safety provides a comprehensive guide to working safely with H2S in its gas and
liquid forms. Topics covered include: What is Hydrogen Sulfide? Permissible exposure levels to H2S, Working safely around H2S, PPE
for working with or around H2S, and Emergency response procedures.
SAF628 - I CHOSE TO LOOK THE OTHER WAY
12 min VHS
When employees are willing to speak to co-workers about unsafe acts, injuries can be prevented. This video dramatically tells the
story of an employee who failed to speak up when witnessing an unsafe act. By choosing to look the other way, he allowed the
needless death of a co-worker to occur. Based on the popular safety poem by Don Merrell, this program shows how speaking up
about unsafe acts can save lives and help develop a positive safety culture. Verses from the poem are meshed with the videos action
to deliver a stimulating safety message.
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SAF629 - IT’S UP TO ME
14min VHS
Like its predecessor "I Chose to Look the Other Way," this video is based on a popular poem by Don Merrell and brings its powerful safety
message to life through the combination of video and poetry. "It's Up To Me" makes clear that our standard excuses such as "I thought
someone else would do it" or "That's not my job" are unacceptable when it comes to preventing injuries. Through several injury scenarios,
meshed with stanzas from the powerful poem, viewers will see both the right way and wrong way to respond to unsafe situations. After
watching this video, your employees will be compelled to report or correct unsafe situations and understand that an injury-free workplace
is up to me.
SAF630 - INCIDENT REPORTING-YOU CAN SAVE A LIFE
16min VHS
This dynamic, media-rich training program is set in a variety of work settings, ideal for all employers. This proactive training program
focuses on: Purpose of incident investigation, Gathering information, Interviewing witnesses, Analyzing information and Recommending
corrective actions.
SAF635- INDUSTRIAL ERGONOMICS
Safety Now Videos (DVD)
The "Industrial Ergonomics" Safety Meeting Kit™ covers recognizing ergonomic problems, potential adverse effects and pragmatic solutions
employees can use to address to these problems. In recent years potential ergonomic problems have become a major concern in many
business environments. Many facilities are now devoting significant time and effort to controlling the twisting, turning, stretching and other
motions that place stress and strain on employees' body. It focuses on potential ergonomic problems in manufacturing, assembly and
warehouse situations.
SAF645 – JOB SAFETY PERFORMANCE – COACHING SAFETY ANALYSIS
Coastal DVD
Job Safety Analysis as a mean to increase safety awareness and achieve sustainable improvements in safety performance. Topics include
an introduction, the JSA form, the JSA team & JSA steps, identifying hazards, resolving hazards and a conclusion. The dvd uses an
example of lifting a box as a sample JSA.
SAF650- JOB SAFETY ANALYSIS TRAINING KIT
1997
One of the best ways to help eliminate hazards is through careful safety analysis.
This program provides tools and techniques to make job safety analysis easier and more effective. Its foundation is a 104-page User’s Guide
that walks readers step-by-step through the process of selecting jobs for analysis, creating an analysis team, conducting inspections,
identifying hazards, and correcting them. Accompanying the User’s Guide is a video that demonstrates processing a job safety analysis,
along with written materials that provide those who are involved in analysis with valuable background information.
SAF700- KELLER’S CONSTRUCTION TOOLBOX TALKS
1998
We’ve put together more than 100 toolbox talks on the topic most often requested by construction companies. Packaged in one
convenient binder are instructor’s pages (with agendas and pre-station tips), handout pages you can photocopy for employees, and sign-off
sheets which document that training has occurred. Most topics feature several different talks on specific subtopics, so you can pinpoint the
training you do.
SAF708- LABORATORY CHEMICAL SAFETY
21 minutes
Help your employees use and understand you chemical hygiene plan and the requirements of the Laboratory Safety Standard with this vital
video program. Programs covers: Complies with OSHA 1910.1450, hazard identification, exposure monitoring and PELs, medical attention
and recordkeeping, emergency procedures.
SAF710 - LASER SAFETY
17 min VHS
Because of their power, precision and versatility, lasers are being used in a wide variety of industries. Millions of people use lasers
everyday to do jobs as diverse as scanning groceries to cutting metal. The various classes of lasers present specific hazards. Laser
Safety explores the classes of lasers, the role of the Laser Safety Officer, how engineering and administrative controls can be used to
keep workers safe and how best to minimize risk when working with lasers.
SAF715- LEAD! TREAT IT WITH RESPECT
1998, 17 minutes
Lead is one of the most common and most dangerous materials in construction. The long-term damage to workers can be deadly, but
with proper training workers can learn to protect themselves. Complies with OSHA’s Lead in Construction Standard. It covers danger
of lead hazards, how it enters the body, exposure limits, PPE, housekeeping, and medical surveillance.
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SAF735-LINE BREAKING, USE A PERMIT
1998, 16 minutes
After the first 30 seconds of this video program, workers will realize the gravity of the training they are about to receive. Every day
lines and equipment must be opened for different reasons. Although it is a relatively easy process, the potential for disaster is great.
Safely managing the materials flowing through a pipeline system is the focus of this program. It covers: line and equipment opening
(LEO), establishing an effective safety program, LEO permits, lockout/tagout, line breaking procedures/post procedures, and
emergency response.
SAF750- LOCKOUT/TAGOUT: SAFETY TRAINING FOR EMPLOYEES
1995, 15 minutes
This convenient kit contains a 15-minute video along with support materials that help make it easy for you to prepare and conduct a
training program. Showing proper lockout/tagout procedures performed in actual manufacturing plant settings, the video provides
clear demonstration of proper techniques. It explains how to help avoid life-threatening situations, how to achieve a “zero energy
state”, discusses special situations (including lockouts at shift changes), reviews the auditing process, and more.
SAF760 – LOCKOUT/TAGOUT – LIGHTNING IN A BOTTLE
Coastal DVD
Fatal injuries occur when hazardous energy is released and safety precautions are not in place. Never allow that to happen. Bottle up
that uncontrolled energy, train your employees and boost your lockout/tagout measures with this shockproof program. It discusses
kinds of energy lockout/tagout can control, lockout/tagout basics, OSHA's LOTO standard and six steps of lockout/tagout.
SAF761 - LOCKOUT/TAG AFFECTED EMPLOYEES AND MACHINE LOCKOUT-CONTROLLING HAZARDOUS ENERGY
2 VHS Set: 5 min VHS 21 Min VHS
Lockout tagout is one of the most important procedures workers need to understand to control hazardous energy. We discuss and
define lockout/tagout. "Lockout/Tagout (LOTO)" refers to specific practices and procedures to safeguard employees from the
unexpected energization or startup of machinery and equipment, or the release of hazardous energy during service or maintenance
activities.
SAF770 – LOCKOUT FOR LIFE!
2004, DVD 23 minutes
This multi-award winning program shows reenactments of accidents involving employees who didn’t follow proper lockout/tagout
procedures. The compelling and dramatic footage will motivate your staff to practice this vital procedure.
SAF780- MACHINE GUARDING
1997, 14 minutes
Each year workers lose fingers, hands and arms; some even die because a machine was never safeguarded - or because the guard was
removed for convenience. There are as many possible dangers as there are machines. That’s why your employees must understand
and use their first and best form of protection, machine safeguarding. It shows categories and types of machine guarding, importance
of safeguarding, place where most machine hazards occur and safety control devices.
SAF785 - MACHINE GUARDING – SAFEGUARD YOUR FUTURE
Coastal DVD
Practically every machine has some sort of machine guarding – a shield, automatic shutoff or even a laser curtain – to protect
workers if a body part should come in contact wit the machine. In fact, OSHA requires specific machines to have specific guards. Make
sure your employees understand the importance of knowing about and using the machine guards meant to protect them. It discusses
safety guards, safety devices, lockout/tagout and PPE.
SAF790-SAFETY MACHINE GUARDING MANUAL
Machine-related accidents and injuries rank first among industrial accidents that produce permanent, partial disability.
This will provide individuals that are involved with safety at their work site, the basic knowledge and tools necessary to control
hazards associated with basic machinery and equipment. Anyone who is in an engineering, maintenance, safety committee or
supervisory role, and has responsibilities to oversee worker safety, will benefit from this. It covers basic machine hazards,
safeguarding techniques, practical considerations, machine safeguarding assessment elements, and a review of the OSHA related
standards.
SAF800- MACHINE GUARDING: A MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEE SAFETY PROGRAM
1995
Over 10% of OSHA violations involve machine guarding. That makes it an issue everyone should be paying attention to. This training
program helps you reach managers, supervisors and employees alike with information about how they can contribute to an effective
machine guarding effort. Use it to help meet OSHA requirements under Section 1910, Subpart O. The training program features a
video that explains the roles of management and employees, discusses the elements of a sound machine guarding policy, and looks at
the responsibilities each person has for maintaining a safe work environment.
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SAF805 - MAIN STREET: IT’S YOUR RIGHT TO KNOW & ETHYLENE OXIDE
17 min VHS
OSHA has expanded the Hazard Communication or Right-To-Know Standard beyond the manufacturing and chemical industries to
cover employees who work with chemicals at non-manufacturing organizations. Main Street is a 17-minute video program designed
to instruct workers about the chemicals they work with, what precautions to take to avoid injury and what to do if accidents occur. In
addition to this training video, the training package also includes a Trainer's Manual with reproducible participant material which
features a "Safety Awareness Quiz" that serves as a permanent record of the training received by each employee. Topics include:
Training workers in chemical safety quickly, easily and effectively, Document the training each employee receives, Reduce accidents
and worker's compensation claims, Comply with the expanded Right-To-Know standard, and Illustrate the hazards and precautions
for solvents, poisons, corrosives, gases, explosives and carcinogens
SAF810- OFFICIAL OSHA SAFETY HANDBOOK1996
On each topic, the handbook reviews the relevant OSHA regulations and identifies common workplace hazards. Readers learn about
prevention strategies, proper use of PPE, and specific safety procedures to follow.
SAF812 – OSHA Safety Training Handbook (6th Edition, JJ Keller)
A popular training tool used by thousands of companies, provides must-know safety information for 23 critical topics ranging from
first aid to workplace safety. Confined spaces…lifting…slips, trips & falls… electricity…emergency response…fire prevention. These
and other dangers make safety something all employees need to take seriously.
SAF815- OSHA, Example Tools for Small Business, (CD ROM)
SAF816- OSHA Dictionary
Definitions From: 29CFR Parts: 1903 Inspections*1904 Record keeping*1910 General Industry*1926 Construction
SAF818.25- SAF818.30-OSHA SAFETY COMPLIANCE VIDEO SEMINAR SERIES
This series consist of videos, each featuring one seasoned seminar presenters and a live studio audience filled with safety
professionals.
SAF818.25-.ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIONS
Get the facts about accident investigations, including their objectives, how to respond and investigation procedure.
SAF818.27- CITATIONS AND PENALTIES
Discover the different types of violations and the intricacies of the appeals process.
SAF818.28- HAZARD ANALYSIS
Review the definition and goals of hazard analysis, as well as details on observations, inspections and audits.
SAF818.30- WORKPLACE INSPECTIONS
Find out all about inspection priorities and the complete inspection process.
SAF818.50- PERSONAL FALL PROTECTION, ONE STEP BEYOND
1999, 13 minutes
Falls are the third highest cause of workplace fatalities, behind homicides and motor vehicle deaths. This video program covers
OSHA’s Fall Protection Standard and details proper safety practices for general industry. It covers: types of personal fall protection
systems, which systems you should use, equipment anchorage, tie-off and use, rescue fall victims and equipment care and inspection.
SAF818.51 - PPE: THE RIGHT CHOICE
16 min VHS
Are your people too stubborn to wear their PPE? Give them a first-hand look at the tragic consequences when they don't. Have them
watch a worker's testimony on how he was injured because he didn't wear the right equipment. Once your workers see what COULD
happen, then perhaps, unlike the worker in this riveting training program, they'd be more likely to take their PPE seriously. The
program covers wearing the right PPE for the job, the importance of PPE, Employer's and employee's responsibility, Care and
maintenance and Different types of PPE.
SAF818.52 - PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: YOU’RE COVERED
17min VHS
Safety from head to toe! Cover the basics of OSHA's PPE standard and remind your employees to keep everything - hands, eyes, ears,
head, and feet - covered.
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SAF818.53 –PPE- THE RACE TO SAFETY
SAF818.53A - PPE- THE RACE TO SAFETY (TRAINERS TOOLKIT)
24 min VHS
Race your way to PPE with Bobby LaBonte.
Step on the safety pedal and pull away from the dangers. In this program, NASCAR star Bobby Labonte compares auto racing dangers
with common industrial hazards and discusses the facts on PPE, including safe use and maintenance, total body protection and
hazard assessment. It covers full protective covering, knowing the limitations and Maintenance and disposal.
SAF818.75-PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: SAFE AT WORK
JJ Keller DVD
Train employees about proper PPE use to help avoid accidents & injuries. This dvd will help you ensure that employees understand
their role and responsibilities in safeguarding themselves against on-the-job hazards. It is perfect as an orientation for new
employees or refresher training for veteran workers. The program covers critical PPE safety topics, including: eye & face, head, hand,
and foot protection, plus respiratory protection and hearing conservation. Its blend of straightforward facts, risk control scenarios,
and how-to information helps trainers fulfill the requirement that employees prove they can properly use PPE before they are
considered “officially trained.”
SAF819- PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE): AN ASSESSMENT AND TRAINING PROGRAM
1994
For employees, a 22-minute video teaches when to use PPE, what equipment to use, how to use it and maintain it properly, and more.
For supervisors and managers, a separate video provides information on how to conduct the required workplace hazards
assessments. Also includes: an extensive assortment of support materials to help organize and present your training program.
SAF819.50- PLANNING & RESPONSIBILITIES, CONSTRUCTION SITES
Operation Safe Site this video covers hazard recognition for construction industries and OSHA guidelines that the employee or
employer are responsible for.
SAF820- PRO-ACTIVE SAFETY ATTITUDES: LOOKING OUT FOR NUMBER ONE
1997, 19 minutes
This multi-award-winning Trainers Toolkit takes a unique look at safety and safety training. It underscores the importance of safety
equipment and safety habits and demands that all employees take responsibility for safety.
SAF820.50- PRO-ACTIVE SAFETY ATTITUDES: TARGET ZERO
1996, 16 minutes
Zero accidents in the workplace is a possibility - and it all starts with a vision. Astronaut Buzz Aldrin helps to emphasize the
importance of pro-active safety by reminding us that there was a time when the possible seemed impossible. This Trainers Toolkit
covers vision and initiative, creating expectations, accident prevention, building trust and maintaining leadership.
SAF821- POWERED HAND TOOL SAFETY, HANDLE WITH CARE
2000, 19 minutes
This video encourages viewers to consider the many dangers that can be part of using powered hand tools. A variety of powered
hand tools are shown in use in different job settings. Training is outlined along the lines of “avoid, protect and defend”. Employees
will see the benefits of working safely with powered hand tools - on and off the job.
SAF821.25 – PROCESS SAFETY MANAGEMENT
Coastal DVD
This vital program will help your supervisors comply with OSHA's Process Safety Standard (1910.119). It covers crucial compliance
information and training requirements. Explanation of the OSHA standard, Employee participation, Compliance audits, Emergency
response and follow-up
SAF821.50- PROTECTING YOUR FEET, LEARNING THE ABC’S
1998, 18 minutes
Practicing good housekeeping and maintaining strong and healthy feet are two of the tips revealed in this important program. This
video covers: prevention of foot injuries and safety shoes.
SAF821.77- REAL LIFE SERIES: SAFE DRIVING
1999, 18 minutes
Motor vehicle accidents are one of the top causes of occupational fatalities. This important video program discusses how to be a
defensive driver, recognizing hazards and staying alert.
SAF821.78- REAL LIFE SERIES: SLIPS, TRIPS AND FALLS
1999, 17 minutes
Falls account for 400,000 workplace injuries each year. This exciting new entry into the Real, Real-Life training series will teach your
workers to be aware of potential dangers and minimize serious injury on the job. Using a baseball theme, this video delivers
necessary information on how to avoid dangerous accidents in the office, in an industrial setting or at home.
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SAF822- “REMEMBER CHARLIE” VHS - 56 minutes
SAF822.5 - “REMEMBER CHARLIE” DVD
This is a deeply moving portrayal of the devastating real-life consequences of the abuse of safety procedures. It motivates audiences
to handle all aspects of their lives with greater awareness and appreciation of safety. It facilitates insight into everyone’s faulty safety
practices and attitudes. The attendees become more responsible for their own safety on the job, at home, at play...everywhere. It
dramatically changes safety attitudes from uncaring, apathetic and routine to “Safety First & Always.”
SAF822.9 – “REMEMBER CHARLIE”- SAFETY EVERYONE'S RESPONSIBILITY - Part 2
DVD
This safety video truly motivates workers and management to come together as a team. When both parties work not as adversaries
but as partners, then you end up with a very strong workplace safety culture. This video, often referred to as Remember Charlie Part
2, is the powerful follow-up video to Remember Charlie. Mr. Morecraft salutes those employees who follow safety procedures.
Through his dynamic speaking ability, Charlie Morecraft motivates audience members to take responsibility for their own actions,
and their own safety observance, because what we do affects the lives of everyone around us. Trust us, if you liked the Remember
Charlie video, you absolutely need to add this video to your training arsenal.
SAF823- RESPIRATORY PROTECTION, A BREATH OF FRESH AIR
1998, 18 minutes
This vital program thoroughly details the revised OSHA standard (1910.134) and will help workers avoid exposure to airborne
hazardous substances. Includes: hazardous materials, written program, medical evaluating and proper fit testing.
SAF825 – RESPIRATORY PROTECTION – ANOTHER WORLD
Coastal DVD
Breeze through the airborne dangers with this program. Comply with OSHA 1910.134 and help workers avoid exposure to hazardous
substances, which lead to serious health effects and other chronic illnesses. The program discusses OSHA's Respiratory Protection
standard, hazardous atmospheres, types of respirators and fit testing.
SAF845- SAFETY ATTITUDES, FOOD FOR THOUGHT
1999, 15 minutes
Set in a popular diner, this trainer’s toolkit discusses the important ways to minimize incidents before they become accidents.
Through conversations between the owner and his customers, your managers and employees will learn that safety is an ongoing
learning process. This video’s informal situation, honest reactions, and light banter create a situation that shows how to serve up
safety, a dish that pleases everyone.
SAF846 - RESPIRATORS: SCOTT EZ AIRLING
2 VHS set
Operation & Maintenance and Proper Care and Use of the Ultra-Twin Respirator
SAF847 - RESPIRATORS: COMFO II
2 VHS Set
Proper Care & Use of the Comfo II Particulate Filer Respirator and the Proper Care and Use of the Comfo II Chemical Cartridge
Respirator
SAF850- SAFETY AWARENESS: A COMMITMENT TO YOURSELF (VIDEO-BASED TRAINING)
1996
It’s hard to imagine an employee who wouldn’t be newly committed to safety after hearing the firsthand accident accounts in this
kit’s video. In on-camera interviews, survivors explain how carelessness or a lapse of concentration led to their accidents, and how
the resulting injuries drastically impact their lives. This high-quality video really drives home the point that safety awareness is first
and foremost a matter of self-preservation. This video also gives viewers insight into the ways accidents can occur, their costs and
consequences, how to recognize unsafe conditions, and more.
SAF900- SAFETY COMMITTEES WORKBOOK
1997
This workbook presents strategies for gaining management commitment; explains how to organize and operate committees;
suggests methods for identifying safety problems and implementing solutions; and tells how to evaluate committee effectiveness.
SAF910 - SAFETY FOR SUPERVISORS
2 VHS Set
The Safety Trained Supervisor provides a means for employers to verify safety and health knowledge of first-line supervisors and
managers.
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SAF920- SAFETY MEETINGS, GIVE’EM WHAT THEY WANT
2000, 16 minutes
Just how much did you employees benefit from your last safety meeting? This video shows managers, supervisors and team leaders
ways to make you meetings more productive, yet also enjoyable. This video program will help to increase employees participation
and keep the meetings focused and informative. Your organization will learn to get the most from your safety meetings, whatever
their length.
SAF950- SAFETY ORIENTATION: IT TAKES A WINNING ATTITUDE
1996, 18 minutes
Using a sporty soccer introduction, this informative and upbeat video program gives employees an overview of workplace safety.
Having a winning attitude and taking the necessary steps to protect themselves will ensure that your workers score points in the
game of safety.
SAF958- SCAFFOLDING: A TRAINING KIT FOR EMPLOYEES
1997
Give employees the safety training they need to help spot scaffolding hazards before they run into accidents and violations. This
training kit provides an overview of OSHA’s scaffolding standard (29 CFR Part 1926, Subpart L). Plus it can help you train workers to
recognize and avoid scaffold-related hazards such as instability, overloading and electrocution. Kit covers safety awareness, fall
protection guidelines, protection from falling objects, performing visual inspections and more.
SAF970 – SCAFFOLDS-SAFETY AT ALL LEVELS
Coastal DVD
Every year, 4,500 injuries and 50 deaths are caused by scaffolding mishaps. This is the reason OSHA recently revised its scaffold
standard. Be sure your workers are familiar with the most up-to-date OSHA requirements and that they know how to stay safe with
this essential program. It also covers the requirements of 1926.450-454. It discusses the role of the competent person, pre-assembly
inspection, assembly, pre-shift inspection, safe work practices and fall protection.
SAF975- SHIFT WORK, CIRCADIAN SURVIVAL
1999, 20 minutes
If your organization runs more than one shift, this program is for you! Circadian rhythms regulate the body’s internal clock and
deviating from this “internal programming” can often be difficult for workers. Teach them how to adjust and minimize difficulties
with this important video. It covers: proper rest, fatigue on the job and family stress.
SAF980- SEXUAL HARASSMENT IN THE WORKPLACE… IDENTIFY, STOP, PREVENT II
2000, 24 minutes
Can your employees recognize even the mildest forms of sexual harassment? This video will leave no question in the minds of your
employees about what constitutes sexual harassment, and how to prevent it. This best-selling video on awareness and prevention
provides dramatic vignettes illustrating key training points, reinforced with important definitions and explanations provided by an
expert in the field of sexual harassment. Some of the points covered are: how to define sexual harassment, how to identify each type
of harassment, how to prevent harassment from happening, how to stop sexual harassment if it does occur, how to follow your
organization’s procedures for reporting a sexual harassment complaint, and how to understand the 1998 US Supreme Court rulings
on sexual harassment and how they affect you and your organization
SAF985- SLIPS, TRIPS AND FALLS: TAKING THE RIGHT STEPS
Coastal DVD
One safety slip and your employees will be on the slippery road to accidents. Slips, trips and falls cause injuries in the workplace, and
you have to smooth out the risks through this high-impact training program that advocates solid safety measures: awareness, good
housekeeping and proper equipment use. Safety can take you a long way! Prevention techniques, Wet surfaces and poor weather
conditions, Stairs and ladders, Housekeeping.
SAF986 - DON’T FALL FOR IT: PREVENTING SLIPS, TRIPS & FALLS
18 min VHS
This program includes Explain the causes of falls, Explain the difference between a loss of footing and a loss of traction, Describe how
to prevent falling on stairs, Explain the five categories of all-related hazards and Explain how to soften the blow of a fall
SAF990- SMALL SPILLS AND LEAKS
1997, 15 minutes
This video program focuses on controlling small spills and leaks. It covers the essential procedures all employees should know if a
leak should occur on their shift. It covers: supervision notification, securing the area, PPE, controlling and containing the spill and
cleanup/decontamination.
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SAF991 – SMALL SPILLS AND LEAKS
Coastal DVD
Leaks and spills can cause serious problems, but you can mop them up with this program. IF covers supervisor notification, securing,
and cleanup/decontamination/PPE.
SAF993 - STAIRWAYS AND LADDERS
18 min VHS
Don't be deceived. Stairways and ladders may not appear to be as dangerous as scaffoldings, yet every year, over 34,000 workplace
accidents involve stairways or ladders. Before your employees step on that stairway or ladder, they must review the crucial safety
precautions in this program. They must understand why these stairway and ladder accidents occur and what they can do to prevent
them. It covers Identifying stairway, hazards, Preventing stairway hazards, Ladder selection, Climbing fixed ladders, Proper ladder
use, and Real-Life Situations.
SAF995- SUBSTANCE ABUSE, AWARENESS AND INTERVENTION
25 minutes
Helping fellow employees overcome substance abuse is the focus of this video program. It teaches how abuser endanger themselves
and their co-workers, and it teaches supervisors how to help employees. Union and non-union versions available. This video covers
safety hazards, helping a co-worker, recognizing symptoms, documentation, intervention and referral and supervisor’s support.
SAF999 - SOLVING THE MYSTERY: STATIC ELECTRICITY
13 min VHS
Uncontrolled static charge is the silent cause of problems ranging from annoying shocks to catastrophic explosions. Solving The
Mystery: Static Electricity jolts employees on the dangers of static charges, explains how to control these risks and helps create a
well-insulated and shockproof protection system. This training will cover: Defining static electricity, Identifying dangers of static
discharge, Recognizing hazardous conditions, Controlling static ignition and Removing flammable atmosphere
SAF1000- THE ELECTRICAL STANDARD: WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
1992
This video-based program uses professionals in real-life situations to help teach employees about safe practices for working with or
near electrical equipment. It gives approach distances for qualified and unqualified employees, reviews lockout/tagout procedures,
discusses proper use of illumination and protective equipment, reviews testing procedures, and more.
SAF1050- THE LEADER’S GUIDE TO SAFETY COMMITTEES
1996
Effective committees start with effective leadership. This valuable manual shows safety committee leaders how to best utilize the
handbook within their group. It also covers a wide range of leadership issues, including: managing committee turnover; orienting
new members; setting up meetings; maintaining group motivation; and documenting group activities.
SAF1060 - THERMAL BURNS
5 min VHS
Burns exert a catastrophic influence on people in terms of human life, suffering, disability, and financial loss. More than an estimated
2 million people in the United States experience burn injuries, Work-related burns account for 20-25% of all serious burns
SAF1075-THE NYSP SAFE SCHOOLS, School Violence Prevention Program
Participants Handbook Module 1, Awareness and Prevention
SAF1100- THE NORTH AMERICAN EMERGENCY RESPONSE TRAINING KIT
This video-based training kit uses realistic situations as the background to demonstrate proper use of the 1996 North American
Emergency Response Guidebook. Designed for both transporters and emergency responders, it explains how the guidebook is used
in conjunction with shipping papers and placarding carried by the transporter determines proper response to accidents. It shows
how the NAERG is structured, how to determine evacuations procedures and protect actions distances, and more.
SAF1189-TRUCKS: DRIVING SAFETY,
Tractor Trailer Driving Safety, 22 minutes,
What to inspect on the trucks and get it to go safely, a full inspection on the trailer and how to load it properly and drive: defensively,
with caution, with consideration and SAFELY.
SAF1200- VIOLENCE IN THE WORKPLACE: AUDITS, TRAINING & PREVENTION
1995
Show employees and managers alike how to recognize and help avoid potentially violent and dangerous situations. With a 300-page
manual, and separate videos for employees and managers, this program can help alert everyone in your organization to the fact that
violence can strike at any time. Managers get details about how to recognize the potential for violence in employees...how to conduct
termination interviews...how to set up a crisis management team...what legal issues of workplace violence are...and more.
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SAF1217 – WELDING – SAFE WORK WITH HOTWORK
Coastal DVD
In hotwork operations, safety is a burning issue. But through this program, you can cool down the risks and torch the dangers. It
details various types of welding and corresponding vital precautions. This covers personal hazards, hazardous fumes and substances,
and equipment safety.
SAF1220-WHALE DONE! THE POWER OF POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS
Ken Blanchard
This book shows how to make accentuating the positive and redirecting the negative the best tools to increase productivity, instead
of creating situations that demoralize people. These techniques are remarkably easy to master and can be applied equally well at
home, allowing readers to become better parents and more committed spouses in their happier and more successful personal lives.
SAF1225 - WINTER DRIVING
12 min VHS
When old man winter comes to town, motor vehicle accidents increase dramatically. Icy roads, cold temperatures, and snow
dramatically change everyone’s driving environment. Our expert stunt drivers demonstrate safe driving techniques during inclement
weather conditions. Keep your employees safe and reduce winter driving incidents with this exciting program. This program
includes following and stopping distance, braking and skid control, driving on inclines, braking safely, parking lots and potential
hazards and vehicle maintenance and inspection
SAF1228-WORKER TO WORKER DOMESTIC VIOLENCE ACTION KIT
12-minute audiocassette
This kit is designed to be flexible. You can use it in a number of ways. 1) Use it to talk with co-workers about abuse, 2)
Distribute materials, 3) take it one step further and organize educational activities at work and 3) work with your Human Resources
Department to create policies that address domestic violence. You’ll find everything you need to get started today.
SAF1230-WORKING AROUND CRANES
1995, 19 minutes
Teach your employees how to identify and prevent the hazards associated with working around cranes-before those hazards become
accidents. It will teach you proper PPE to wear around cranes, crane assembly, wire rope/lifting and signaling.
SAF1235: WORKING AROUND FORKLIFTS: A PRO-ACTIVE APPROACH
1995, 16 minutes
Always behave as if an accident might happen...this is the key to working safely around forklift. This video program helps motivate
employees to take this lesson to heart and explains how and why special precautions are necessary. This video covers: inherent
hazards in forklifts, special things to watch for when turning, mechanics, visibility, warning devices and parking.
SAF1250- WORKING SMART GENERAL OFFICE SAFETY
1992, 20 minutes
OSHA reports that 40,000 disabling injuries and 2,000 safety-related deaths occur in offices each year! This new video program alerts
employees to potential dangers in their offices and gives critical advice on how to avert those dangers. General Office Safety will help
employees work safer and smarter.
SAF1351-1353-WORKING SAFELY EMPLOYEE TRAINING KITS
1998
This high quality, video based kits focus on how to work safely with compressed gases, flammable and fuels, solvents and corrosives.
They explain the potential dangers of unsafe work practices, what personal protective equipment is required, how to use MSDS
information and the correct way to handle, label and store chemicals.
SAF1351- WORKING SAFELY WITH CORROSIVES
Address proper emergency and personal procedures, housekeeping procedures, and storage.
SAF1352- WORKING SAFELY WITH FLAMMABLES AND FUELS
Covers housekeeping, storage and transit, and emergency procedures.
SAF1353- WORKING SAFELY WITH SOLVENTS
Offers guidelines on emergency procedures, ventilation requirements, container-to-container transfers, and more.
SAF1375-WORKPLACE HAZARD PERCEPTION CHALLENGE
JJ Keller DVD
Help your employees avoid hazards and reduce accidents in the workplace. This dvd can help your employees avoid accidents,
injuries, and potential fines. This program depicts real-life workplace scenarios and challenges trainees to think about what they saw,
relate it to their own work settings, and respond quickly and correctly. Topics covered include the following: Forklifts, Stairs and
Walkways, Lockout/Tagout, Machine Guarding, Hazcom and More.
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SAF1385-WORKPLACE SAFETY 101: A GUIDE FOR NEW EMPLOYEES
JJ Keller DVD
New employees are especially susceptible to being injured, causing injury to others and causing equipment damage. J. J. Keller's
Workplace Safety 101: A Guide for New Employees gives new employees the tools to develop solid safety habits and hazard
perception skills from the start. This training program allows you to deliver effective and consistent safety orientation training to
new employees, helping reduce costly incidents, injuries, damages, and turnover, while boosting productivity and morale. The
affordable, ready-to-use Workplace Safety 101: A Guide for New Employees covers a broad set of key workplace safety topics,
including: Workplace Violence, Temperature Extremes, Slips, Trips, & Falls, Lifting Techniques, Housekeeping, Lockout/Tagout,
Hazard Communication, PPE, Machine Guards, First Aid, Bloodborne Pathogens and more!
SAF1400 – MAKING YOUR WORKPLACE SMOKEFREE
A decision maker’s guide, US Dept of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control & Prevention, Office on
Smoking & Health, Wellness Council of America, and American Cancer Society
This book provides the “how” to make your workplace smokefree. This up-to-date guide draws on years of research and first-hand
experience, and it offers practical and proven strategies for implementing successful policies in a variety of work settings. As you will
see in this guide, with a little planning an effective workplace policy is easy to implement.
SAF1450- WORKPLACE VIOLENCE, THE CALM BEFORE THE STORM
Coastal DVD
In one year alone, workplace violence accounted for one out of five work-related deaths in the U.S. This program is designed to help
supervisors and employees identify the warning signs of workplace violence and prevent it. Characteristics of a potentially violent
employee Violence Prevention Program Stress management and conflict, resolution, Threat-management teams.

